Project Management on Demand™ – the Missing Link
When projects break down, the fallout can be devastating.
Organizations find that they have wasted valuable time,
money, and effort on undelivered benefits. Furthermore,
additional resources may be required to attempt to
recover struggling projects, increasing budgets and
extending timelines. Team members and stakeholders
often become frustrated and disengaged. With so much
riding on project success, it is shocking that more than
half of all projects become challenged – or end in failure1.
Tramore Group has observed that even organizations
with an established Project Management Office (PMO),
Project Portfolio Management (PPM) software, a
collaboration environment, and standard practitioner
tools frequently still struggle to optimize project delivery
effectiveness. Something is missing.
To further complicate matters, the pace of change is
accelerating, and the demand for Project Managers is
increasing along with it, creating new challenges for
organizations. They need to onboard Project Managers
who can hit the ground running, and can successfully
deliver the change more effectively and efficiently than
before. PMOs and Project Managers need the tools,
processes, and skillsets to deliver projects on time, within
budget, and with the expected business benefits – every
time.

Standardize, Centralize & Educate –
Keys to Success
Standardization is crucial – organizations need all their
project teams on the same page using the most current
approved project management processes and templates.
Since Project Managers have different levels of knowledge
and experience, they need a single reliable source of
information and education to fill in the gaps. In the end,
project teams need one central destination point where
they can access everything they need to be successful.
1 CHAOS Manifesto 2011, Standish Group.
2 Includes previous versions
3 Pulse of the Profession 2017, PMI’s 9th Global Project Management Survey

Building a PMO central repository and standardizing
everything – from project management processes and
document templates, to training and education activities
– is a massive undertaking. It can also be costly and take
years to complete. Tramore Group has observed the
frustration many organizations experience as they try to
do this themselves. We found a better way.

Project Management on Demand™
Introducing Project Management on Demand™
(PMoD), a better way to achieve project delivery
effectiveness and improved project outcomes – a proven,
out-of-the-box solution with more than 1,100 customers
worldwide2. PMoD is a centralized PMO repository that
can be installed quickly and easily customizable – every
screen and template imitate the organization’s brand
standards.
Project teams gain immediate access to a full suite of
easy-to-use project management tools, techniques,
templates, and education. PMoD delivers in days what
many organizations spend years trying to achieve – often
with limited success – and it does so at a fraction of the
cost.
“Organizations that invest in proven project management
practices waste 28 times less money because more of their
strategic initiatives are completed successfully.”3

How PMoD Works
PMoD is accessible on a desktop, laptop, tablet or
smartphone. Project Managers gain access to the three
most common industry project methods, an extensive
library of standardized templates, online learning
modules, and insights from experienced project
management experts. As a comprehensive knowledge
centre that can be customized and built upon, PMoD can
help propel organizations toward more consistent project
success and improved competitiveness. PMoD is the
missing link to project success!
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PMoD Complements other Software & Tools to Complete the PMO Solution Suite

The PMoD Value Proposition
Project Management on Demand™ provides a unique, top-ofthe-line PMO repository with a full suite of easy-to-use
project management processes, tools, and techniques that
are customizable to your organization’s needs.
Enhance the quality, consistency, and integrity of your PMO –
quickly, efficiently and seamlessly with a cost-effective
browser-based solution that is accessible on multiple
platforms.

PMoD is Comprehensive and Customizable
•

An out-of-the-box solution with processes and
templates that can be customized to align with
your organization’s brand standards and
policies

PMoD has Rich Content
Project Management Life Cycles
 Supports Standard, Complex and Agile
(Scrum) project types
 Processes can be customized to align with
your enterprise methodologies
Templates
 Includes 115+ version-controlled templates
 Add, replace or modify templates to align
with your corporate standards
On-line Learning Videos
 Includes 275+ multimedia education-on-demand
modules in project management essentials that
can lead to industry certification (PMI)
Tips & Insights
• Includes 125+ useful project management
insights from industry experts

PMoD Target Audience
•

Private sector or public sector organizations with
a current or emerging PMO

PMoD Benefits
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Standardized project management by providing
the most current approved processes, templates,
education, and insights in a central PMO
repository
Accelerated PMO start-up
Reduced time to on-board new PMs
Easier to move resources between projects when
all PMs are using common processes and versioncontrolled templates
PMPs can earn PDUs by completing PMIcertified training modules
Can be customized and implemented in days
Fraction of the cost of building a similar
capability in-house

PMoD System Specifications
Industry standard generic LAMP software:
• Operating system: Linux or Microsoft
• Web server: Apache
• Database: MySQL
• Dynamic scripting language: PHP
• Disk space: 30 GB

Experience PMoD Today
To see how PMoD can improve your ability to deliver
projects successfully, please call or e-mail Tramore Group
today to arrange a demonstration.
Tramore Group is a leading professional services firm
specializing in program and project management.
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